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Abstract

Indoor air quality is closely linked with respiratory and cardiovascular health,

prompting a need for affordable home air quality monitors. The newly-developed

Speck is a very-low-cost indoor monitor for measuring fine particulate matter

using optical sensors and a unique data processing algorithm. In this paper,

we examine the performance of the Speck alongside two professional handheld

particle counters (one HHPC-6 and one HHPC-6+) in household environments

during cooking events and incense burning events. We demonstrate r2 correlation

values during the cooking event of greater than 0.98 between each pair of Specks

and greater than 0.92 between each Speckand 2µm particlecounts from the HHPC-

6/6+ monitors. The error between the Specks and the HHPC-6+ 2µm channel

is less than the error between the HHPC-6 and HHPC-6+ 2µm channels. The

incense test yielded weaker correlation values, possibly due to uneven distribution

of the smoke across the test setup. The distribution of particle sizes appears to

be approximately the same as that generated from cooking. We conclude from

these experiments that the Speck exhibits a strong correlation with professional

particle counters, and that the error between the Speck and one professional unit is

comparable to or less than the error between two very similar professional units.

Keywords: PM2.5, particulate matter, air quality monitoring, low cost sensors,

calibration, indoor air quality.

1 Introduction

Fine airborne particles smaller than 2.5 microns, collectively designated as PM2.5,

pose a serious health risk to the public. These airborne particulates have been

linked to significantly increased risk of cardiopulmonary and respiratory illnesses,

particularly in the elderly and other sensitive populations [1–3].
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PM2.5 can be composed of any number of airborne particulate substances, and

is a particularly useful metric in predicting adverse health effects [4]. Outdoor

components can commonly include products from combustion such as diesel

exhaust and coal particulates [5] but not larger particles such as pollen. Indoor

sources are often present as well, including fine dust and particulates created from

certain kinds of cooking, such as frying.

Because PM2.5 is a measurement that can indicate the presence of a diverse

range of pollutants [6], it is an ideal single metric for personal air quality monitors.

Unfortunately, existing particle counters are almost solely available in the scientific

and industrial markets, and are much more expensive than is practical for a home

budget. The Speck is a low-cost PM2.5 monitor designed for individual use in

homes and in the workplace.

Related works, including [7], have established that inexpensive sensors designed

to detect larger dust particles can also be used to detect particles in the 2µm range.

Typically, these experiments use a moving average of raw sensor readings, with

a linear scale factor used to match these values to particle counts or 2µm values

from a professional monitor.

There are a small number of personal air quality monitors available on the

market. The Air Quality Egg [8], available from Wicked Device, uses a similar

dust sensor to those cited in [7] in its particulate sensor add-on. The Egg and

daughterboard, at a combined cost of $243, upload data to a publicly-available map

currently populated with 1094 units. The Dylos [9], priced from $199 to $425, is

widely used in experiments and publications where inexpensive and often mobile

particulate monitoring is desired. The basic Dylos units use custom laser optics and

report particle counts larger than 2.5µm and larger than 0.5µm on two separate

channels. Advanced models feature additional functions such as additional size

channels, datalogging capability, and battery power. In China, where air quality is

a major concern within cities, several low-cost particulate monitors are available,

though these have not been as extensively characterized or used in air quality

Figure 1: From left to right, the Dylos [9], Air Quality Egg [8], and BPEER [10]

instruments, all commercially available.
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studies in comparison with the Dylos. These include the BPEER [10] and Air.Air!

[11] devices, both of which rely on ambient airflow through a central passage.

2 Speck

The Speck utilizes an inexpensive DSM501a dust sensor [12] rather than custom

optics, but also employs a small fan to increase airflow. The Speck contains

on-board signal processing and storage in addition to a color LCD touchscreen

for the user interface. Power is supplied via USB, and data can be downloaded

directly to any computer. The interface allows users to view the current estimate of

2µm particle concentration as well as a scaled estimate of PM2.5 in µg/m3. The

interface can also graph the past hour or past 12 hours of data on-screen, allowing

for quick access to historical data.

The output of the DSM501a dust sensor is a digital pin which is pulled low when

particles are detected in the optical chamber. According to the datasheet, the duty

cycle is approximately proportional to the number of detected particles. The period

of the sensor varies greatly, however, especially at low particle concentrations.

While the duration of a low pulse (indicating detected particles) rarely exceeds

100ms, the duration between pulses can last from under one second to more than

one minute. We observe that single-cycle readings are too noisy to be used directly.

Instead, our algorithm samples the sensor 10,000 times per second, and uses the

number of low samples each second as an input to an asymmetric filtering function.

This input is herein referred to as the raw sensor value.

estt+1 =

{

(A ∗ rawt − estt)/B + estt : rawt > 0

(1−D) ∗ estt : rawt = 0
(1)

The piecewise function given in eqn (1) describes the second-by-second

processing of the raw sensor values, where estt is the Speck’s 2µm particle

count estimate at time t, rawt is the raw sensor value at time t, and A, B, and

D are constants.We observe that the individual raw sensor values are frequently

zero in all but visibly smoky environments, though the non-zero values tend

Figure 2: The Speck air quality monitor.
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Figure 3: Calibration setup showing five Specks, the HHPC-6+ (left), and the

HHPC-6 (right). Displayed values are scaled down from recorded ppl

counts.

to increase linearly with particle concentration. Because of this, we design our

filtering algorithm to give more weight to non-zero raw values. Each second, if

the raw value is non-zero, we increment or decrement our current estimate at a

rate proportional to the difference between the estimate and the raw value scaled

by a constant. If the raw value is zero, the estimate exponentially decays toward

zero at a lower rate. The resulting behavior is that the estimate quickly responds to

non-zero raw values, but decays toward zero slowly due to the potential for long

pauses between pulses.

The constants in eqn (1) were empirically determined in previous experiments

through post-processing optimization of raw data from a single prototype Speck.

The cost function selects values for the best fit of the estimate against the 2µm

channel of the HHPC-6.

As we have since discovered, there is some variation between sensors such that

multiple uncalibrated Speck units may display different values when co-located.

The following experiments were performed to determine whether accuracy and

precision can be achieved by linearly scaling the estimate using a constant unique

to each Speck unit.

3 Methods

3.1 Calibration pre-test

The two primary experiments presented in this paper are preceded by a basic

calibration test used to select and adjust three Specks. We begin with five Speck

units running in parallel with one HHPC-6+ particle counter and one HHPC-6

particle counter. The HHPC units log particle counts within six size ranges. The

HHPC-6 unit measures 0.3µm, 0.5µm, 0.7µm,1µm, 2µm, and 5µm sizes, while

the newer HHPC-6+ unit measures 0.3µm, 0.5µm,1µm,2µm,5µm, and10µm
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Figure 4: Plot of calibration data over time. Note the large discrepancy between

the HHPC-6 channels.

sizes. We expose these seven instruments to one half-hour cooking event in order

to gather an appropriate calibration dataset with high dynamic range. The cooking

event involves frying poppadam (Indian lentil crackers) in a medium-sized kitchen

with windows closed and the stove hood off. After approximately 15 minutes, we

cease cooking and allow the air to clear naturally.

Our basic calibration involves scaling each of the Speck instrument outputs

in order to minimize the mean percent error between the Speck signals and the

2µm channel of the HHPC-6+. This minimization is given in eqn (2), where C is

the calibration constant and Ht is the HHPC-6+ 2µm measurement at time t. Of

the five Specks, we select the three with the highest inter-Speck r2 values (given

in table 1) for use in subsequent tests, specifically Specks 1, 4, and 5 from this

calibration set.

min
C

|C ∗ estt −Ht|

Ht

(2)

3.2 Cooking test

In the cooking test, the three most consistent Specks and the two HHPC particle

counters tests are exposed to a second cooking test, with environmental conditions

similar to those used in the calibration pre-test. The outputs of the Specks are

scaled by the calibration values calculated in the pre-test. Figure 5 shows that the
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Table 1: Table of pairwise r2 values for all Specks for the calibration test.

Speck 1 Speck 2 Speck 3 Speck 4 Speck 5

Speck 1 1 0.935 0.991 0.991 0.993

Speck 2 0.935 1 0.902 0.955 0.922

Speck 3 0.991 0.902 1 0.979 0.985

Speck 4 0.991 0.955 0.979 1 0.985

Speck 5 0.993 0.922 0.985 0.985 1

Table 2: Table of scalar calibration values.

Calibration constant

Speck 1 4.09

Speck 2 1.19

Speck 3 2.92

Speck 4 2.78

Speck 5 3.21

calibrated Specks perform similarly in magnitude and shape to the HHPC-6+ 2µm

channel. Additionally, table 3 shows that the Speck units correlate strongly with

the 2µm channels for both HHPC instruments. While the channels of the two

HHPC units correlate strongly to one another, there is a significant discrepancy

between the magnitudes of the HHPC-6 and the HHPC-6+ measurements, shown

in figure 6.

3.3 Incense test

The same three Specks and two HHPC particle counters are then placed in a small,

closed room, where incense is burned for approximately five minutes, followed

by a 45 minute rest period, and another five minute burning period. Ten minutes

after the second burning, a HEPA air purifier is turned on until particle counts have

approached the initial baseline. In this experiment, the Specks underestimated the

2µm particle concentration with respect to the HHPC-6+, as shown in figure 8.
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The correlation values between all five instruments in table 4 were notably less

than those from the cooking experiment. Despite the weaker correlation between

HHPC instruments, the magnitude of the errors between these instruments is

similar to those in the cooking experiment.

4 Results and discussion

In both the calibration pre-test and the cooking test, we observe that the pairwise

r2 value between every Speck unit exceeds 0.90, and exceeds 0.98 for all but one

unit. This demonstrates that the Speck design is internally consistent in its ability

to detect pollutants from cooking. Furthermore, the r2 values between the three

test Specks exhibit a similarly strong correlation with the 2µm channels from

the HHPC-6 and HHPC-6+ instruments, as well as the 1µm channel from the

HHPC-6. This suggests that the Specks are most capable of detecting particles in

the 2µm range.

The two HHPC monitors show strong correlation values between their

corresponding size channels during the cooking test, which demonstrates the

instruments’ capability to detect the same particle signals. We also note the strong

correlation between the HHPC-6 1µm and 2µm channels, which may indicate a

possible overlap in detection for these two sizes on this instrument. Though not

as strong, the correlation is also high between these two channels on the HHPC-

6+ instrument, which could also indicate that the ratio between these two particle

Figure 5: Plot of cooking data over time.
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Figure 6: Comparison of additional HHPC size channels for the cooking test,

showing ppl vs. time (minutes).

0Table 3: Table of cooking r2 values. Shaded cells indicate r > .2 9.

sizes remained relatively constant, or that many particles fell within the 1µm to

2µm range.

The incense test was less conclusive, in that each of the five instruments

demonstrated much weaker correlation values. The strongest correlations in this

experiment were between the 1µm, 2µm, and 5µm channels of the HHPC-6.

The similar magnitude in error between the HHPC-6 instruments across both

experiments strongly suggests that the instruments differ in calibration. The

magnitude of the error between the calibrated test Specks and the HHPC-6+
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Figure 7: Incense setup. Notice the close spacing of the instruments, which may

have disrupted readings (see Results and discussion).

2µm channel is notably less than the error between the two HHPC units in both

experiments. We conclude that the Speck can be calibrated to closely match the

performance of handheld optical particle counters intended for the professional

market.

Because of the correlation discrepancy between the HHPC instruments in the

incense test, we conclude that factors such as airflow and obstructions may have

interfered with the even dispersal of particles between the instruments. In future

Figure 8: Plot of incense data over time.
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Figure 9: Comparison of additional HHPC size channels for the incense test,

showing ppl vs. time (minutes).

Table 4: Table of incense r2 values. Shaded cells indicate r > .2 9.0

work, this experiment should be repeated in a more controlled environment, with

the instruments closer to the pollutant source and away from obstructions.

Both experiments expose the instruments to very high particle concentrations.

The shape of the 0.3µm data from both HHPC instruments and both experiments

suggest that the instruments may saturate at levels just under 5 × 105 ppl.

Another future experiment should include tests performed at ambient household

particle concentrations in order to evaluate the performance of the Speck and
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corresponding calibration values at lower pollution levels. Ideally, calibration can

also be performed at these lower concentrations for ease of scalability.

Ultimately, we plan to have the Speck measure particle counts as well as mass

concentration in µg/m3, as this is the most common reporting method for PM2.5
among state and federal monitoring stations. This would allow users to compare

their indoor air quality with the outdoor air quality of their local region. This

raises several challenges, however, as our sensor is optical rather than mass-

based, and typical PM2.5 measurements are the product of averaging over one

to 24 hours. Additionally, the relationship between particle counts and mass will

vary with particle composition. At present, we estimate mass readings using a

linear scale factor generated from fitting Speck particle count data to that of a

co-located tapered element oscillating microbalance (TEOM) monitor owned by

the Allegheny County Health Department. Future works will incorporate onboard

humidity and temperature measurements to refine both the particle count accuracy

as well as the mass estimate.
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